
WORLD LEADER IN ACOUSTIC COMFORT



VISIBLY SPEECHLESS

That’s how clients describe Acoufelt’s 

products. We are excited about design and 

acoustics, becoming invested in projects and 

a passionate collaborator with Designers, 

Architects, Contractors, End Users, and 

Facility Managers. We enjoy our work and are 

immensely proud of every project we get the 

opportunity to make sound better.

MAKING THE WORLD QUIET, ONE SURFACE AT A TIME



CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Driven to provide the BEST experience for our clients.

NRC SPECTRUM 
Complete range of acoustic products to cut the echo.

LEAD TIME 
Industry leaders with 1-2 week lead times.

PRICE 
Price range for all budgets.

WARRANTY 
100% customer satisfaction.

QUALITY 
Everything we do is to ensure the best product.

THE ACOUSTIC FWC™ PHILOSOPHY

The Acoustic FWC™ philosophy looks at every surface as an 
opportunity for noise minimization.

SO, HOW DO WE GO ABOUT MAKING QUIET?

Fundamentally, a room is a box. Noise made inside the box 
reflects and reverberates off every hard surface.

Making Quiet™ is all about inhibiting sound from being reflected. 
Instead, this sound can be absorbed. The emphasis here is 
that every surface that contributes to the problem can also be 
harnessed to help solve the problem.

A box – or cube – has six sides. Six internal surfaces that 
contribute to either reflecting noise or Making Quiet. These 
surfaces are: one floor, four walls and one ceiling. Acoufelt has a 
complete range of innovative acoustic solutions for all surfaces.



ACOUSTIC CARPET TILES 
Match your interior with subtle tones or make an impact with color 
throughout your space along with sound absorption. Our QuietBack™ 
carpet tiles offer both environmental and acoustical benefits.

Start from the ground up with a wide array of sound absorbing carpet tiles 

available in a range of color palettes, textures, and styles.

FLOOR



PANELS AND SCREENS 
Treat your walls to more than flat, plain surfaces with attractive solutions of color, 
texture, and patterns, full printed imagery, and creative cut patterns.

TILES AND SHAPES 
Make your walls artful with an assortment of 
solid color shape tiles or add warmth with wood 
tone and patterned acoustic planks.

ACOUSTIC ART 
Stylish artwork and sculptures that look great 
and provide sound solutions while adding the 
flexibility of being able to be hung and moved 
as you see fit.

Your walls can serve both form and function with large acoustic 

coverings that enhance your interior and dampen sounds.

WALL



BAFFLES 
Heads up - acoustic ceiling sound 
dampening can be stylish with our 
ceiling baffle collection. Endless 
designs available and offered in our 
full range of colorways.

PANELS 
Large panels offered in a wide 
assortment of colors or custom 
printed with patterns or textures 
for smooth, elegant protection.

TILES AND SHAPES 
Replace your standard ceiling 
tiles with solid color or custom 
printed sound absorbing tiles.

CLOUDS 
Ceiling clouds are a modern acoustic 
treatment designed to be suspended 
horizontally from a ceiling system, 
offering an increased surface area for 
sound absorption. As a standalone 
free-hanging unit with a large surface 
area, ceiling clouds provide the 
opportunity for offering targeted 
sound absorption in areas that may be 
acoustically problematic.

Take your interior up a notch with a large range of ceiling 

mounted acoustic sound solutions.  

CEILING



INTERLOCKING SCREENS AND DIVIDERS 
Adaptable, mobile solutions for individual protection.

PRIVACY SCREENS 
Functional desk-mounted solutions for increased coverage.

DIVIDERS 
Reduce visual distractions and increase privacy simply.

Fast and flexible integrated solutions for your open workspace 

to promote a safe environment and provide acoustic comfort.  

OFFICE



800.966.8557       www.acoufelt.com


